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                  When I drive cab 

                              A revelation of movement comes to me: They wake now. 

   Now they want to work of look around. Now they want 

             drunkenness and heavy food. Now they contrive to love 

                                                                   - Lew Welch 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

NORA CURRY 
 

Above Ground   
And now we are in Brooklyn.  Which is not to say we are or will be any 
more or less happy than we have been.  Are. Were previously.  Wishing to 
acknowledge the weather.  To say this is good rain.  To put a hand to an arm 
to say this is the reaction of skin under mist.  To say.  And now we are in 
Brooklyn. Which is not to say the sound of the man opposite who sits 
outside early mornings with headphones and plastic bag now banging shut 
the gate in the mist does not sound something more like life along the 
waterfront.  Doesn’t maybe allow us to think so.  Possibly another country.  
But now we are of course in Brooklyn.  Where it is true here as anywhere 
that no matter how very much you desire to make small talk about the 
weather it will only ever sound like you are just making small talk about the 
weather. Which, by the way, is gustily swayed to the tips of our leftover 
hands’ tolerance, in Brooklyn.  Stretched out to grab the twist of fence and 
breathe still before a storm sets.  Getting good old-fashioned lost and dirty 
glassed.  No patio furniture on the patio, to speak of.  But we can and do 
dream.  Which is not to say.  
 
fumbling 
 
forthcoming & coming 
forth from this if I  
have to choose between 
 zucchini fingers in the kitchen 
 & half a pomegranate held tight 
it’ll be the tipped freshness of greens 

in winter 
 
& I am 

falling under finger 
nails fits & stars  
 
no one is quiet or mothered 
at cusp of too big world 
better be the sun  



better be rooted 
to lunchcarts ready to mythologize 
onions  

finally waterside 
where I where even you would 
come to sidestep 
  sunwarmed bodies 
you’d otherwise love to live 
among  ground past 
the trains  the always waiting 
drip in space—think 
if not the wind what 
ripples the waves or submits 
a stream to typeset motor wild 

idle cat sleeping docile 
 
& I can as yet yield to pedestrians 
 & have 
fallen into looking  

under fumbling 
for things not to forget 

certain of the smell of spices 
(the always waiting 
drip in space)   making good buys in 
this place home until we ran it dry 
wake up dugout morning & it’s true: 
 
I do walk around Grand Central  

like I’m brand new 
but you get to start to hate New York until it 
goes ahead & makes your heart sore 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



GEORGE DEL VALLE 
 
 
 
 
 
The Thistle Pilgrim 
 
The thistle pilgrim, carrying his riches in a plastic bag, 
 and pulling into lungs—robustly wild— 
jaunty air, makes his way to dark stead, to some saggy 
 castle of sepulchered pensions. 
 
Does he tell those of when....? 
 does his think suggest a mention 
of logopoeia, a whisper-cool-breath 
 (breeze of thanatos; soul-in-duress) 
onto skein or bilateral polis called utopic? 
 
His mouth is dumb, his eyes scan for oratory 
 and when shut, are like sea: 
open, glistening, a whole event 
 in a world of chance. Imagine 
 
 a whole world chanced an event 
where so much can go crumbling disused, 
 and picture some memory at a distance 
such that you the ember can disembark 
 the self and make your way to hell 
 
in an instant. And then imagine  
 the poet's conceit: like a lark,  
caged but happy, adjourning its keeper  
 with sing-song when really,  
                                      just in trying to get across  
what it means to be (against all that rank) 
 a thing, it turns into fact, a thing 
to run into without mention.  
 
 



Actor tries to give synopsis 
 
 

Dingy street light  
over the incoming beasts ex machina 
of one mind double-bodied by advents  
beat into play after actors  
in third act plenum opine and I  
just sit there  
 listening 
with air that isn't theirs 
but loves them anyway 
             
 This gnomon in no light, on about   
      this keener for kicks, and 
                        that out of chrysalis 
                 ecstatic move he do 
                        when he sing 
                          
And how to “put the world in a blender be 
-cause life can be so boring when paused it.”    
 
And how “It my kindly master It my ciré outfit be 
-cause ratiocination is his way of showing love  
 
  with cut stall empire transit 
with grandpas that show how to think  
         that gets called  
a sangano schlep; a dire shoemaker for all  
sorts of shit woven in reticulum - then 
 
Act 1: Roman legions & Holy Roman  
Ovine bishops & Prussian tankers 
& rust red axis and, and Act 2:  
 
parking lot abandoned at retail value; the scene  
history held up for the filming it 
and the after dialogic recouping of 
self by lit mirror.”   
 



*** 
 
Actor tries to give synopsis  
half pan-optically, half in hiding—saying:  
special yellow feather  the shaman finds— 
(who finds it?) clearing the spot he stops at  
(to let out a plaudit)—himself ex nihilo  
& sartorial like a supernova 
with wide brim hat & butted cigarette & weltanschauung  
of Ptolemy interceded by spheres of dark liberty 
to be a slopist or material doubter possible Sea-sultan 
eying up the dam should it burst just once this lifetime. 
 
 
And here, where 
the poem ends 
you hear 
  

“Listen,   
pan slow to green grass/ jump-cut to cardiac  
action, potential 
conducting thru 
normal human heart,” then 
 
“what excites me most is the rain and then being wet, 
and in it,” as I stalk your mail, awaiting some soggy  
panegyric, a soiled epistle, whichever smells most like you  
at the instant I felt your form; the you of you in weltering.                      
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



JORDAN E. FRANKLIN 

(Im)proper Crush Poem  

One day, I’ll write you a proper crush poem— 
the right poem that is snug and doesn’t slip 
on like a glove with snipped fingertips 
where I’ll convey my shades and spectrums 
in clean strokes of sonic pictures, 
make the images writhe prostrate before you, 
make you a king before dust— 
It will have all the syllables I can’t stress 
to your face rich like a drunkard’s froth 
 
but would this statue emerge tall to greet your shadow 
or will it burn and sway in the breeze? 
 
All I know is that I’ve something to tell you 
and I want to write—no create something 
for you— 
to break something into pieces and rebuild 
as new, as tall and as thick  
as a tree trunk—some deity out of the cartilage 
and muscle of consciousness but 
i-i have something to tell you 
and i-I don’t know where to begin 
 
I was never fluent with my feelings but  
always eloquent in sounds— 
I’ll forge draft after draft of landscapes 
with these words—weave wonders  
and universes under seas of similes, 
carve a fine figure of figurative language 
from masses of earthen flesh— 
 
my heart adopts the texture of Cherokee concrete  
as I redirect my arteries to my tongue— 
I am flying high on empty unable to land, 
scraped my toes against your receding skyline. 
 



I – I’ll write you a proper crush poem someday, 
one that forms monuments in your shadows 
and drawn new life to a fertile heart— 
my skull fosters clear skies 
naked of clouds 
all eager to write that poem. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
MARGIE SARSFIELD 

 

 

 

Where You Live 

Well mostly no one has a home I guess 
 and you can’t pick your voice but you can   
be a troubadour if you want and you can  
rent an apartment if you want and you can  grow up to be the wild roots of 
 everything   
    if that’s what you want. 

Someday, all the things that are wrong  with you will disappear: first floating   
upward like dust, next popping 
                     away like oil  
 and soon all at once. One sincerely  
agreeable torrent of light. 
 
Until then, cradle back up to yourself   
and have another, or hang up your coat,   
or stop for coffee, or cut up credit cards,   
or pop popcorn, or buy new shoelaces.   
Just do whatever you need to fear.  
There may even be songbirds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Filigree 

Last winter was a bad winter,  wasn't it? The dog's hair 
duller and grayer every time  
 
you cut it. The bed not near 
the window. We were all   
 
on earth. Some of us couldn't 
quilt. Sometimes even in t-shirts.  
 
Hand shadow rabbits, think tank of disease,  
no love poems ever. Chasing tail.  
 
That one fluke blizzard in October,  
someone's birthday, collecting  
 
your last paycheck. Everyone takes 
to drinking. Altogether too warm   
 
to force movement, all together alone 
at the door to the great happiness space,  knocking and knocking to no avail. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 WILL MACHI  
 
Handsomely I hope 
 
   Handsomely I hope - 
 
  they pay him whatever etc. 
         they can and will 
 
        pay him whatever 
      he can and will 
 
  take and turn into 
      whatever he can etc. 
 
           learn to live on 
          whatever he can, handsomely - 
 
   he hopes. 
 
 
All Pink 
 
 Because you had short hair 
      and cigarette burns 
 
           on the curtains 
         I am 
                                                      a violin lesson waiting 
               in the cafeteria 
                                                         where you’re okay sitting 
                     by yourself 
                        I can talk to you 
                     
    now you’re all pink. 



BECKY MCFALLS 
 
Letter To a Woman Whose Mother Has Died 
 
Her body was a ship, importing cargo from a coast 
you’d visited fewer times than the fingers 
you could count on both hands.  How could you 
tell her son, your brother, that your mother 
had died?  You didn’t speak 
 
Vietnamese, and her body was to be cremated 
in Nebraska.  The goldenrods were not yet in bloom, but 
your father noticed a hole in the clouds from which 
sunlight was falling.  He knew beauty when 
he saw it, you said, looking at the face  
 
so still, so changed.  You’d never seen her so calm. 
This wartime body.  The charges dropped. Where soldiers 
were boys again, climbing from the trenches with tears  
in their eyes, wondering: Who will care for me now?  
You look at the family your father has made  
 
with another woman, and finally you understand something 
about your mother, or at least part of her, the part about 
the hole from which she couldn’t stop falling, the part 
about a child not encouraged to bloom.  A blood clot 
most likely, she died in the ambulance.  You knew 
 
from the area code not to answer.  Later, you went 
to the wrong airport.  You thought of all the times you  
didn’t say what you wanted; you thought of all the  
times that you did.  You wish you never learned to count.   
 

 

 

 

 



The Believers 
 
At first we tore the bread to pieces, feeding it to the stream beneath our feet 
where it dissolved as it does in the mouth of believers. It was hot, and we 
had free time enough to speculate as to how your neighbors exited their 
apartment.  You’d noticed over window exchanges of hydrocodone that they 
appeared too large and with legs too soft – like skin tags really – to pass 
through the doorframe, let alone to lumber down a flight of stairs.  Often you 
crouched on the roof between your windows and thought about heart attacks, 
watching as the attendant at the motel next door emptied bottles of Clorox 
into the swimming pool.  You looked up, squinted at the sun, and threw a 
whole slice in. 
 
We once talked about running away to Mexico, but settled for the Mexican 
restaurant two doors down.  Later, we laid on your bed in front of the 
television and you told me what you liked about Ultimate Fighting. We 
talked more about fighting – about dying in particular – until our tongues 
grew rusty with wine and the space between them broke.  At some point it 
occurred to me that you hated yourself. 
 
Bored of throwing bread into water, you extended your left palm, watching 
the edges react with light.  With your right index finger you began dividing: 
If this is a memory, say, of my dad, and this is the house in which I grew up, 
and this is us here, talking now, then what — you tapped your knuckles 
against a wall of air —is this?  
 
When the duck arrived, we were not at first certain of what it was.  Shaped 
like a bowling pin and not exceeding the height of our groins, the object 
nonetheless walked with a disconcertingly human gait.  The likeness, we 
soon realized, was the result of the duck’s unusual anatomy: its ribcage was 
distinctly vertical, pinned by an axis of vertebrae that connected head to 
pubis in a stiff, unbroken line.  The stomach was more a plank than a boat 
for floating; the legs splotchy and overly-long.  It stopped ten feet out, 
surveying with prison-window eyes the steamy bags of Wonder Bread to 
which we instinctively clung.  A brace soon followed bound by force field or 
vow, and the duck continued to gaze in our direction as if patiently 
considering our plight.  After a moment, it humbly dipped its head and took 
a step forward, then another, invoking reverence in its labor for it resembled 
more and more a man with his arms cut off.  A reflexive response; a painful 
stimulus: we opened up our bags and gave it all our bread.   



CHARLY HIMMEL 
 
Erste Wir Sind Neues 

 
Once upon a time in the factory palace,  
       there lived the ghost of an Emperor  
   whose children were hands  
  stained thick IKB.  
        Each of them had 
        three of hearts. 
 
     I read your charts. 
Shoulders, radiation experiments –  
   radiation therapy 
tonsillitis appendicitis. 

      
        A bird in the  
        the hand of a 

parlor joke.  
        A Gauloise blonde ego. 
        A first-edition murder-go-round. 
 

Separate beds  
a rare disease. 

 
[1954] 

Copyright snow- 
      capped,  

                                          yet in  
his hands.  

The girlies is  
       nowhere  
to be 

                   found 
    must die. 

 
The butt of a sawbuck luger  
       in my father’s newborn palms. 
  Stingy brim lows  
    gold shifty eyes,  



   up against the piano 
      must die. 

Not literature I remember seeing before.  
With notes like  
  this angry smack or  

silent treatment on the shelf. 
 

 On the way out, I couldn’t resist temptation  
to texture the wax unbelievable. 

The use of colors 
figures       

                    even felt like flesh, soft and pliable as 
                                  fingertips         

  then harder.  
I felt a slight movement, a sway. 

                  It collapsed.  
           And from the chest of the wax- 
               red blood. 

 
I have killed before.     
When it is necessary to kill, I can kill. 

 
Our summer home eccentric, 
    welterweight of gold medals    

to the stars as the story goes!  
     “There’s been enough killing, Zorrine.”   
    

Yet refused to believe  
         at least in the subplot,  
 while at his day job 
              you were a screaming maniac.  
 Her mouth puckered. 

       The aphrodisiac affectation of  
                    his breath      

just this once      or 
      maybe even your boyfriend  
                            pointed at me. 
 

Everybody thinks I’ve turned into a killer. 
   Same as Seagrams Seven crowned  



           17th c. Basque crème de la 
                  crème de la crème de cassis,  
   though as the Seagrams Seven nondescript. 

Working Sluts  
I think it was called. 

 
I flip to a page at the end of my first year.  

 The first of mine enthroned spent  
     between waxed paper, 

       shelved behind the Dewars and Grand Mama.  
In cutoff shorts in hardback.  
A fabric uncertain but not random  

origin 
all the same. 

 
If it was today I’d be  
        in the bathroom  
  tip toed off a shelf  

                  between the toilet and the sink 
              or projected across  
the pillars of a white complex  

   must die. 
 

Turn the page. 
     Dreams left tonight arise.  
Two men two boys two cars.  

    Many different ways of saying the same thing.  
A folded towel.  

                A careless time –   
    the last time I swear.  
 

 Paid for in dreams 
my house and I. 
 
 

And nobody is home from work. 
 

 



ED KEARNS 
 

Yours Truly 
 
            I been dreaming things I’m not sure happened. Like the backdoor’s 
locked, latched shut, two deadbolts with a chain. The yard’s a goddamn 
pigsty and you’re back there wallowing, pleading. Sick thing is I shouldn’t 
give a fuck. Haven’t in years, I’m pure as the Sistine Chapel. Only fresco’s 
plaster, wet as you used to get when I made you laugh so hard you pissed 
yourself, back when I could slip inside you with half a glance and a kiss on 
the cheek.              
            Now I’m not who I used to be and you’re lying, staring at me, flat on 
your back like you always hated. “Better for both of us,” you hiss, tying me 
to the teeter-totter with a jump rope.     
            We’re why the door’s locked, fucking while I listen in my pjs, 
sipping warm milk. I got the scars to prove it. That’s all. If it sounds like I 
miss you, I don’t. Am I lonely? Sure. Not really. I’m waiting for you to 
come, let me out so I can clean up after. 
  
 
 
 

 

Lacy 

I grow my mustache to feel fresh when I shave it, someone else washing me 
off, putting me on and fooling everyone.  Halloween lasts all year when 
you’re hiding from yourself.  Face it, you told me.  Now I’m listening and 
your lips are sealed.  Literally.  You’re stitched up like a doll under your 
dress, bottom to top.  Emptied and stuffed, I know it.  Organ donor’s on my 
license too.  I’m ready.  Believe me.  Some of us slit our wrists and miss, 
others pop pills and puke.  Three times more girls try, four times more boys 
succeed.  Girl, you’re my hero.  You pulled it off. 
 I touch you and you don’t move.   
 The hand on my shoulder clenches.  The choir sings.  My ears ring 
and I can’t see.  You were the ground beneath me and you’re gone.  



 
RYAN SKRABALAK 

 
 

drug stories 
 
I. 
scoured hands of road  vomit-stink interstate soap 
in east worcester new york  where I am floating  near 
a coke machine with a lit smoke spotted state trooper 
suddenly you hurricane into gear gutterball 
down thruway  daisies in the median  approaching 
     ninety five  stealth hovering pine-slit fawn 
  jets out     

 
beer breath powder pocket peering      
aiming to snag the deal the sun has  
handshaked with the airbag east 
as it pulls on the palms 
    of my eyes 
  buddy 
  you so loved 

you driving too fast  
 

 
II. 
when you are dead I will go hunting for you.  when you  
are dead I will sit in that same mcdonalds chewing  
on a stirrer.  when you are dead you will still get carded  
at the getty.  when you are dead and fishtail out 
that great white ford 4x4 in the sky I will skip  
the last rock from bald eagle bridge.  when you are  
dead in selkirk new york.  when you are dead in the corn  
silk.  when you are dead in the silver melon fields.  when  
you are dead I will pull my socks up. slip in warm water.   
draw you out of me like a splinter.  then when crickets roll  
into leaves and you are drunk off infomercials you call me  
in my camouflage. you will be dead in three olympics.  you 
will be dead in three draws of aces.  you will be dead as they 
restock the reservoir.  you will be dead all night long.  you. 

            you will be dead. 



 
 
III. 
took tea on the bridge in the locust-  night  
august after eating nightmares 
 
in serrations of suburban air homeric 
as is the usual case damn said tonight 
 
she heard the trees pray for water and 
crept around the comatose strip mall  
 
the nights are so catholic and long here 
and isn’t it nice to be something 
 
that someone loves even in the morning 
when the dog doesn’t answer 
 
 
IV. 
o he was so loved, he went into that alembic void  
smiling, west of crying mandolins of the sun, east  
of the moon, motel stretched out below the freeway  
like the last supper, he was loved in frequencies of  
despair, in the wild heat of cities, in bones of storms  

 
he waltzed 
about the districts 
he was so loved in 
kaleidoscopically 
often he lonely 
in the math of nights 

 
he was so loved, in the sky a luxury pearl sedan, he was o so 
loved in the slow flux of night, on the warped windowsill after  
switching to some harder slavic stuff, in the amoebic bedroom  
conversations, with an ashtray on his chest, o he was so loved  
by them I saw it through the keyhole, I saw it through  

 
the liquid  



above the fire 
 

 
V. 
well. at the end of the day we all go 
to the supermarket. and tim trots out 
a t-bone under his shirt and the alarm 
doesn’t go off. we’re near the milks  
in venusian shellac’d aisles watching 
camouflaged lobsters float lovesick 
rubberband wedding rings in the tank 
suddenly police buying potato chips. 
they sound like a hotel pool. we shouldn’t 
have ate all that. stuff. you said. what did 
you lose in the parquet you keep staring 
at it, searching for warm. 
 
 
VI. 
when you called me  
and said “look  
at the so big  
moon there” 
I became a house  
fire defocusing 
into the carbine  
of that so moon 
 
 
VII. 
how to do it:  you call me when I hit town, buzz my doorbell, 
thimble of gas you say, come scoop me, pachysandra spare key, 
on your front porch, with the other drunken boys, if they’re not 
dead broke, swatting moths, cramming marshmallows, silent 
with the dog in the white whirring kitchen, in the blue tube 
slide with the echoes, hucking pinecones at the backstop, batlike  
from monkey bars, noodle-arms, so I can see your bra, big 
dipper mosquito bites up your legs, like your lutheran momma, 
butterscotch basketball courts behind the elementary school, sprinting  
naked on third base chalk, fuzzy red police light, tripping 



down ravine to mumbling stream over shale, flashlights through 
the forest, retreat to empty bath of parking lot lights, that is how. 
 
 
VIII. 
what did I say into that fire that maverick  
night. on the old delaware & hudson line. 
shotgun in that white ford ranger. behind 
the strip mall. halloween dawn. in her  
dad’s garage. on the exit ramp to nineveh. 
listening to hank senior. johnny’s kitchen. 
local trailways bus. caucasians with creamers  
& well vodka.  bowling alley bars. down hills  
no hands. under tartan quilt. what did I say  
while we burned that couch. when I stripped  
your mom’s clutch. when I quit smoking.  
when I kept smoking. when I drove the wagon  
into a snowbank. in the jack pine. american  
beauty on cassette. when he hummed zeppelin iv  
out the window on la grange road cause  
the tape flipped during the stairway solo.  
on cass hill road.  kissing guardrails. under  
the helderburg hawk circles. with a palm  
full of salamanders. exit 17. exit 23.  
                                                   2AM and freezing. 
 
 
 
IX. 
                 quicksilver  brooklyn, all metallic  
 
tongued, purse-lipp’d  airplanes pass, this  
     riptide of a thought,     
 
    pelagic 
 
sage-like, green tea gripp’d,      blanket scallop’d 
          about yr head          velloux crown  sunrise 
 
                          sparrows braid   above  



     
    mostly 
    silent, stuttering 
 
                 and so                     out in the hocus-pocus  
     streets 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

I’m not familiar precisely with what I said, but I’ll stand by what I said, 
whatever it was. 

     - Mitt Romney 
 




